Computer science, no matter how artificial or synthetic its subject may be, can be done through empirical inquiry like any other science (Newell and Simon 1976) Empirical science and experimental science are sometimes erroneously considered synonymous Experimental methods are not just empirical methods, which are traditionally defined as based on the aggregation of naturally occurring data without the strict rules that are supposed to guide experiments Empirical/experimental science 
Comparison
Reproducibility is the possibility to independently verify the results of a given experiment Different experimenters must be able to achieve the same result, by starting from the same initial conditions, by using the same type of instruments, by adopting the same experimental techniques Repeatability concerns the fact that a single result is not sufficient to ensure the success of an experiment A successful experiment must be the outcome of a number of trials, performed at different times and places in order to guarantee that the result has not been achieved by chance, but is systematic An experiment can offer useful information even when providing so called negative results 
Reproducibility/repeatability

Good experimental design practices
Experimentation is seen as a process composed of welldefined steps (definition of the goal, choice of the factors to explore, design and execution of the experiment, analysis of data, drawn of conclusions)
Experimental methodology appears to be a list of strategies and well-organized resources that can be exploited whenever necessary Does engineering research follow the normal experimental protocol?
Experiments from science to engineering
Philosophical Issues of CS 16
From science and its history and from philosophy of science and the philosophy of scientific experimentation Experimental method is more that a set of procedures that leads in a secure way to the expected result But also from some fields of computer engineering with a more mature discussion on experimental methodology going on In the traditional experimental protocol in the natural sciences the researcher should be an outsider to the phenomenon to be explained
In computing (and in particular in computer engineering) it is uncertain how much a computer scientist can be an outsider to a phenomenon she or he has created Engineering and the experimental protocol Technical artifacts: material objects that have been deliberately produced by humans in order to fulfill some practical function
The term 'artifact' is used here to emphasize that they are not naturally occurring objects The instructions for use that accompany the artifact (how must it be used?)
Technical artifact
In engineering, experiments primarily evaluate technical artifacts according to whether and to which amount the function for which they have been built is fulfilled
In science, experiments are primarily performed to discover new hypotheses that explain natural objects, to confirm or refuse theories about them, and to choose among competing explanations These natural objects can also be artificially produced by scientists, but they do not have any function and use plan Experiments and technical function When making experiments on an autonomous mobile robot, one of the first aspects to evaluate is whether the behavior of the robot is 'good' or 'bad', and this normative evaluation is made with respect to a given reference function or sets of functions
The same normative evaluation does not apply to natural objects investigated in scientific experiments An electron cannot be good or bad, although the explanation (hypothesis or theory) pertaining to electrons can be Function and normative claims
